
FILMING AT GOATCHURCH
In late September 2007 four filmmaker from Newport University 
approached Duncan Hooper from the Axbridge Caving group and asked 
if it would be possible if he could help them make a short documentary 
about Caving.
On the 29th October 2007, three members of Axbridge Caving Group 
volunteered to help.

The plan was to film at Goatchurch Cavern a good starting point for the 
young filmmakers, it would give them a chance to capture some footage 
and to try out Caving for the first time.

We all met at the Burrington Café at 7pm, changed and headed up the 
combe, on arriving at Goatchurch the filmmakers set up there equipment 
and started to film in the main entrance, they had a Panasonic Camera 
costing |£3.000 so they were a bit hesitant to say the least.

The filming started; we all walked into the cave to set the scene, 
forgetting how slippery Goatchurch can be.
The next step was to film the climb down into the Giants staircase whilst 
showing the group a few basic techniques in Caving. We all had a 
collection of various lights between us which helped create a good 
atmosphere. At this point the main microphone and case proved too 
awkward to carry so was left in the main chamber. We all headed towards 
the small rift that led down to Boulder chamber, Hands and feet were 
carefully being filmed and bodies sliding down the shiny rocks all added 
to the feel of the documentary.



Our next step was the coffin lid an awkward move for a beginner let 
alone with an expensive camera.
At this point some one of the young filmmakers decided to give the 
smarty tube a try; it proved far more difficult on the retreat. We stopped 
for a few photos on the way out and headed to our exit point the Back 
Door. We rigged up a rope and the group all made a safe exit. 
Once we were all out of the cave we made are way back up to the main 
entrance where Duncan gave an interview.



Our last stop was at the water trough were Duncan convinced the young 
filmmakers to become son’s of Mendip


